Start experiencing texting for your business in less than 5 minutes.

Quick & Easy Sign-up
Start experiencing texting for your business in less than 5 minutes.

Beetexting bolts onto your RingCentral numbers.

Leverage the power of business texting for your RingCentral numbers with advanced SMS.

- Shared inboxes
- TCR compliance support
- Team collaboration tools
- Broadcast messages w. replies
- Templates (shared & personal)
- Segment w. tags & automations
- Many automation options
- 150+ more features

SUPERCHARGING your numbers with advanced SMS capabilities.

MVP (SMS) One to one conversations
MVP (SMS) Text on your business line
Business Texting Basics

In business, we only text people who opt-in. If they want to stop receiving texts, we need to give them an easy way to opt-out.

The Campaign Registry (TCR) helps the industry create clarity around this core concept that ensures SMS remains the most trusted communication network in the US and Canada.

Beetexting is here to help your business tap into that power to create deeper relationships with your customers!
Compliant Business Texting

TCR is here to create reliability and speed for business texting. Together with the mobile network operators (MNOs), they have created a path forward for businesses that want to text.

Businesses that don't follow this path often have their messages blocked or caught in filters, which can lead to poor customer experiences, not to mention exposing them to industry fines for non-compliant texting.

The path that they've created is comprised of first registering how you plan to text, then ensuring you follow the rules to stay compliant.

**Mobile Network Provider (MNO)**
These include providers such as AT&T, T-Mobile, and Verizon.

**The Campaign Registry (TCR)**
The MNOs created TCR to manage long code phone numbers (AKA 10DLC). The registry's mission is to keep businesses accountable and trustworthy.

**Use Case**
A specific situation in which a product or service could potentially be used.
White Glove Compliance

**Expert compliance support for your business.**

Do you need to register your business with TCR and ensure your business remains compliant with all its texting use cases? Our experts are here to help you every step of the way.

1. Discuss your use case(s) with a compliance expert.
2. Register use case(s) information with TCR.
3. Receive ongoing compliance support.

**Schedule A Demo**

TCR Compliance 101

**What is TCR and how do I register my business so I can start texting?**

To ensure that texting remains the most trusted messaging medium in the US and Canada the MNOs require that companies who want to text with their customers register their company and how they plan to use business texting with The Campaign Registry. Use the link below to register.

**Start TCR Registration**
How does Beetexting help me stay compliant?

Beetexting has you covered! While you are ultimately responsible for following the rules, Beetexting has the features you need to stay compliant.

Does Beetexting help me navigate compliance for my particular use case?

Absolutely! Our customer support team is trained on opt-in and opt-out compliance requirements and we’re always here to help you stay compliant within your use case.

As part of your onboarding, or anytime you have a new idea for business texting, we’ll discuss your use case with you and explain how to stay compliant.

Whether you are using Beetexting to reach out to large lists of contacts, using texting calls-to-action in your marketing, supporting existing customers, or any of the other 100+ business texting use cases, we are here to walk you through how to maintain compliance within your use case step by step.
What do opt-in and opt-out mean?

Mobile network operators (MNOs) require your business to gather consent before you text consumers. It's called "opting in" or "opt-in". In addition, MNOs require that your business implement specific industry standard automations to allow consumers to opt out of receiving future texts. It's called "opting out" or "opt-out".

How do I stay opt-in compliant?

Before texting your customers, you need to gather consent. There are three ways you can gather consent - outlined on page 12 of the CTIA’s Messaging Principles and Best Practices Report.

**Conversational/Implied consent**

If somebody reaches out to you, that implies consent to respond to the individual with relevant information. This form of consent is simple - they text you first! But just because they texted you first doesn’t mean you can now text them whenever you want. To continue communicating through text, you need to gain express consent.

**Informational/express consent**

When the message is purely informational and not promotional - you need express consent. Express consent comes in the form of an individual -
agreeing to receive texts in the future. You can obtain express consent by simply asking the customer over text after they text you, on your website, verbally, or on a written form. Really, it’s simple, ask for permission to text people in the future.

**Promotional/express written consent**

Marketing via text is highly effective since your message will very likely be opened, unlike email. However, with the personal nature and effectiveness of text messaging, the industry wants to protect consumers from being spammed with text messages from bad marketers. (Could you imagine a world full of endless robocalls AND robo-texts? No thanks.) The industry combats this by requiring express written consent to send promotional text messages. You can gain express written consent via a checkbox online, a form, or other documentation that can be referred to later if needed.

**Beetexting's opt-in workflows**

With automations like keyword opt-ins, your customer can opt into specific campaigns by sending you a pre-determined keyword. The app will tag their contact profile with the keyword making it easy for you to identify who has opted-in to which campaigns. This also allows your customers to opt-out of a specific campaign and not all communication.
**How do I stay opt-out compliant?**

This is easy! Beetexting takes care of this for you automatically. If a contact replies with the industry standard "STOP" they will automatically be removed from further text communication from your business.
What if a contact doesn't know about the industry standard STOP reply to opt-out?

Ah, we can tell you’ve thought about this and care about your brand! Let’s say a contact replies to your text saying “Please don’t text me anymore”. Simply click the "block" button on their contact card, guaranteeing no one in your organization can accidentally text this contact again.
What RingCentral customers are saying...

"We were looking for an app that could give us access to text messages simultaneously and Beetexting got the job done!"

Janie Flores

"This app really helps me stay in contact with our clients and streamline our business communications."

Studio Square

"We struggled to find a reliable technology to send text messages through RingCentral from our CRM program. We're delighted to find that Beetexting was able to meet our needs, and they respond quickly to our product suggestions. Thank you Beetexting!"

Keith McCrone

Reviews originally posted in the RingCentral app gallery
Are there options for my customers to opt-out of different communication types and not just a blanket opt-out from all messages from my company?

Wow, that’s a great question! It just so happens that we have features for exactly that! We understand that you have several different ideas for how to use texting across your company.

With Beetexting’s workflow automations, you can create opportunities for your customers to opt-in and opt-out of several types of communications. This means customers can choose to subscribe to updates while choosing to unsubscribe from promotions, all while continuing to keep conversational lines of communication open with their account rep.
**Where do I find our Do Not Text List?**

Your opt-out list is fully automated! Isn't that great? But if you need a copy just let us know.

**HELP automation requirement**

In addition, to STOP, you also need to set up a HELP autoresponder. You can do this in just a minute or two using Beetexting’s workflow automation tools.

Our powerful workflow automation allows you to create different HELP autoresponders for each of your texting use cases.

---

**Create a HELP automation in your workflow automations**

Hello! You’re texting with XYZ Business, call us at 1231231234, or email us at email@email.com. Reply STOP to end all communications.
Well, there’s a whole wide world out there when it comes to why business texting is so powerful and what the business community is doing to keep it that way.

One thing to consider is that texting with customers is a real privilege. Did you know that less than 3% of all text messages are considered unwanted vs. over half of all emails?¹ Maybe this is why 98% of texts are read vs. only 20% with email.² That’s a powerful tool! It’s up to us as a business community to ensure texting remains the most trusted communication method.

While MNOs have rules to guard against the bad actors who care more about getting what they want than consumers getting unwanted messages, most businesses care about their relationships with their customers at a much deeper level than “remaining compliant”.

At its core, business texting enables your company to utilize the most trusted consumer channel to communicate with your customers.
When used with respect and a focus on serving your customer, they will invite you in, and a deep relationship can form. Can you hear a cash register ringing in the distance? What a beautiful thing!

If you have questions about how business texting can help you create deeper relationships with your customers and serve them better, we’d love to chat about it and see if Beetexting can help.

Sources:
14-DAY FREE TRIAL

Preferred RingCentral Customer Pricing

$39.99/month

$19.99/user/month

TEXT MESSAGES & PHONE NUMBERS ARE BILLED BY RINGCENTRAL

Start For Free